SIHL’s Contribution‐Corporate Social Responsibility
For Shah Investor’s Home Limited (SIHL) Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is the
Company’s commitment to its stakeholders to conduct business in an economically,
socially and environmentally sustainable manner while recognizing the interests of its
stakeholders.

Major CSR projects:
1. GAUSHALA CONSTRUCTION:
Your company has taken up a CSR initiative through providing financial assistance
towards constructing a GAUSHALA of pure Kankarej breed with a view to conserve
pure breed cows and demonstrate a sustainable model of organic farming for the
tribal farmers. Moreover, it catered the daily needs of healthy and pure milk to
campus children of poor farmers staying on campus.
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4658856174208768&id=100002532957436

2. CHARITY RATH” FOR CHARITY GOODS COLLECTION
SIHL has sponsored Rs. 7,00,000.00 to Blind People Association (BPA) for buying a
Vehicle which will be an open truck which will be called “Charity Rath”. This truck will
be used to collect Charity goods such as old clothes, old utensils, books, furniture etc
from donors place. This Charity Rath will go to different places for collection. Goods
will be displayed for public and proceeds will be used to assist the disabled. Before 10
to 12 years back, SIHL has sponsored such Rath for same purpose. But due to
depreciation and time needs, requirement of new Rath arises. And your company has
provided financial assistance to purchase the Vehicle.

3. RASOTSAV 2021
Blind People’s Association with SIHL organized a Cultural Program by their Students on
the occasion of NAB All India Flag Day for the Blind & Felicitation of Ms. Bhavina Patel‐
Silver Medal Winner of “TOKYO PARALYMPICS” And Ms. Sonal Patel.
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=235179208622121&set=a.159604836179559

4. FOOD RELIEF EFFORTS COVID‐19
The Akshaya Patra Foundation along with SIHL had came forward to aid the
Government’s disaster relief work across India during COVID‐19 outbreak.
Project Objectives:‐
 To ensure our beneficiary children continue to receive nutritious meals amid the
prevailing crisis;
 To boost immunity and health of children;
 To ensure basic hygiene needs are met;
 Engage children in activities to support their continuous learning amid the
lockdown.
They have distributed 365 Happiness Kits equal to 7300 meals for 365 MDM
beneficiaries in Dhameda Primary Schools, Gandhinagar. Kits includes Grocery,
Education and Hygiene materials.

